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The problem game of Kohei Gallery has been powered up and came back!
Appears much easier to play than previous work!

You can play intuitively with the mouse!
Left click: Shooting
Right click: Reload
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MISSION which is difficult for the game is prepared!
Let's challenge with the skill of mouse operation!

If you meet the stage's success criteria, you can challenge the next stage!
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It is also possible to customize weapons!
Increasing the number of ammunition and expanding the range of attacks,

Custom weapons according to the situation!

Let's capture the chickens that appear one after another and aim for high score!
Let's score if you shoot the emerging chicken!

An important point to get high scores is to shoot through chickens accurately and quickly.
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Four kinds of ammunition!
Grasp the characteristics of each and fight advantageously!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/623670/Moe_Mekuri_SP__SP/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/644530/The_Maid_sans_Caving_Adventure/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/656190/THE_HOUCHI_PLAY_THE/
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Title: Shooting Chicken Insanity Chickens
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
KoheiGallery
Publisher:
KoheiGallery
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core i5 1.9GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Corresponding to OpenGL

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,Japanese
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I bought this because one of the giant bomb guys recommended it and it was on sale but I'm bored already. The mechanics are
so clunky, half the time you hit a button and it just doesn't react. There is just no slickness to anything. Killing guys is basically
stop their bullets, chuck them or something at them, and not a lot else. The travelling back in time and forward is fairly
interesting, and the game had my attention at the beginning but it gets old very fast. I hate not completing games but I just didn't
want to play this anymore. It's also quite ugly, despite being Unreal 4 and has all sorts of wierd bugs.. Hello. I've just played the
game and I found several issues. Most of the flaws were regarding the design itself, it was a bit sloppy and I've noticed you were
using free assets which did not make me feel that happy about the game. Also there were some logical mistakes some of which
are probably left there intentionally for players to find... I think it would be great if you added the save option because I had
some stuff to do and had to start the game all over. The story itself did its job by keeping me interested for the jumpscares to
take place. I do in the other hand support your work and want you to stay motivated so we could expect even more and even
better games in the future.... Don't buy this game for Mac. It doesn't load. Looking into the problem on the forums seems to
indicate it might be a DRM problem, but no one seems to have a fix. People have said Steam wont help because its not their
game, and Her won't help with 3rd party downloads. If you want to play this game you have to shell out the whole 20$ to Her
Interactive to buy it directly from them.. Bought from Rebellion publisher special and i have to say, was little dissapointing.

The mission is really short as you start by killing around a dozen soldiers and then prepare an ambush for the general who is
really easy to kill. After that you just do some basic fighting against infantry and one easy to kill vehicle and leave the area
which ends the dlc. I'm still going to recommend it for the price i paid from it (2.5\u20ac) but when it's on its full price, don't
buy it as it's not really worth 5\u20ac for taking only around 30 minutes to complete and offering nothing new to the gameplay.
And the guns that come in it are nothing special either. Garand lacks damage but it has the Garand ping so that's nice,
blyskawica and tokarev meanwhile are just average and especially tokarev lacks accuracy and power if compared to Colt for
example.

So, if you happen to have some funds lying on your steam account for example, it's not a bad investment as long as it's on sale..
Edited 2017-01-26 Okay, the developer is very active on the forums, and notices reviews and issues. They've already (after just
around one day since my complaint and sugggestion) added a follow mouse option to the settings and also changed the default
set-up. You have to re-set back to "default" controls to get the new settings, but they took the complaints in stride and pushed
out quick fixes to these things because their customers had issues with them. Now you can enable that option to "face mouse"
and you will still move forward/back with w and s (or whatever the new default keys are) but the characters automatically turn
to face the mouse pointer. It's much, much better. Not perfect, but a vast improvement.

Edit to add: Another +1 for pushing out such a quick control scheme change to deal with a few complaints, though. I'm sure it
will be better than it was.

*Additional edit 2017-01-26 Dead Drop Studios made another change to the control scheme already. Kudos on quick reaction
time to customer complaints. Other indie developers could learn a lot from you, while you may have a vision, your customers
may not share that vision. Thank you for not just hearing us, but listening and, as hard as it might be, changing your vision just
enough to accommodate your customers.

Despite the developer replies, and recent control changes, I still feel the game would be better with "normal" controls versus
"tank" style. Make turning take time, sure, but not with the current control scheme. To this end I really would like to see the
controller ...er... controls change slightly. Turn left/right and walk forward/back is clunky and feels strange. Maybe just have the
character turn and walk toward wherever you're pointing the stick, and only spin in place while aim mode is active. I think that
would make the controls feel a lot better, but with a few tweaks to the control scheme the keyboard/mouse combo seems to
work fairly well now. I need to bind actions to mouse buttons to enhance gameplay, though. It still feels clunky.
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As the controls were my main issue, and even though the game still has some things I consider to be problems including the
controller controls, I am now recommending you give this a shot. I have another game, a bit similar to this in a few ways, that
could be great, but due to the way the screen is locked in multiplayer, and the steadfast refusal of the devs. to fix it, I could not
recommend that game. This one, simply because the developer is listening to their paying customers, I most certainly can. Ther
are, however, several other comments I need to make.

Inventory - slot system. X number of slots. All items take a slot. So, 4 keys - inventory full. 4 shotguns, inventory full. 4 jars of
first aid stuff - inventory full. Each of these items is a very different size and shape, but each takes up an entire slot. Poorly
conceived. Perhaps a "small item" slot making keys and other tiny things stack-able, plus 4 slots for anything larger. I get what
they were going for, but it doesn't work. One character has 6 slots as his "perk". 6 feels sufficient, or better, but it's still odd for
tiny items to take an entire slot where you can also fit a semi-automatic 6-round grenade launcher.

Instant "barricades". You can, literally, make a barricade appear out of nowhere. Then a countdown starts until you can re-
barricade. I don't like this "feature. Make objects like desks and chairs move-able, let me knock over a vending machine or
something in the environment instead of pulling objects out of thin air. Did I mention I don't like this? I really don't.

Screen "overlay". There's some kind of haze on the screen 100% of the time. It detracts from the game. If it existed only in
ceratin places where it was hard to see, I'd be happy with it, but it's always there. I also don't like this.

Edit: Okay, +1 for quick dev. replies, and an answer to the reload issue that I'd brought up before I edited the review. Turns out
it's not an issue. I was completely unaware of a way to quick reload without going into the inventory. The tutorial either didn't
mention it, or I didn't notice which would mean the tutorial failed to teach me that function. Either way, I'm glad this was not
completely overlooked. You can re-load while aiming without going into your inventory to combine the weapon and ammo.

Edit to add: I disagree completely with the inventory comments made by DDS on this review, having a KEY take up the same
space as a SHOTGUN does not ratchet up the tension, it's annoying and makes no sense. Give items weight, or a value based on
size/weight and let that dictate how much you can carry. I can't fathom how it's even remotely possible that carrying FOUR
KEYS takes up the same inventory space as a shotgun, a pistol, a grenade launcher and a combat knife. Unless those are some
huge keys. But they're not. As for barricade and "dirty lens" effect. I don't like 'em, but I doubt it's going to change.

A small change I'd like to see is hitting the open inventory screen button while it's already open could close it again, instead of
having to click exit, or hit the ESC key. Yeah, it's a minor thing, but it shouldn't be hard to implement.

I also must ask a question. What's the point of walking slowly if there's no energy system and my character never tires? I'd love
to be able to "always run" or toggle run/walk. Holding a key CONSTANTLY while playing just to run all the time, when I'm
always going to run without execption, is annoying. I almost want to stick the run key down with glue....

Despite my complaints changes were made to the game and I can now recommend you try the game if you like this genre at all.
It's not perfect, but with an active developer who listens to his customers and quickly implements fixes to make them happy I
think they deserve a shot. Plus, the game's fairly cheap and has co-op multiplayer, two big plusses.

p.s. I've edited, and re-edited this a few times. Hopefully it all makes sense. :). I thought that maybe this would be a game to
spend time playing while other things download. The problem is, it's way to repetitive. I got bored about halfway through the
tutorial, but I pressed on, because I thought it might get better from there. It did not. The interface is rather sloppily put
together, with the numbers on the abilities not actually working, and just having an overall feel of being designed solely for
mobile and then simply released as a PC game. Even the sale price I bought it at is too much to be asked for. In my opinion, the
developers should either have spent a lot more time on the PC interface, or just stuck to mobile-exclusive.
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Wow, it's WeeaBejeweled

To sum up the game, there's some weird looking things talking about a "story" that I skipped, and you match anime portraits like
every tile matching game ever, except there are no bonuses for 4 or 5 in a row and no special items. It's just match 3 or more.

There are probably hundreds of free games of the same type that have much more content. Not worth anything.

Also I tried turning off the music and I couldn't. It would just reset every time I resumed.. It is easy to use, and the tutorial
covers the features pretty well.
Sadly it lacks many things and in turn becomes quite restrictive in creative terms.
Some of this are:
-Colors: There is no purple or dark green.
-No model with a tanned skin tone or more darker.
-Hairstyles: It was funny to find Fate's Jean D'arc outfit and NOT her hairstyle nor Drake's. Don't get me started with short hair
options, long hair, or one of the classics the braid-bun and bob-cut...
-Monster girl models when?
-Glasses? I mean glasses girls and boys are a thing...
But all in all it has a good a foundation and seeing other reviews and comments of the devs they intend to add more in the future
so lets see where it goes.. Great gem of a game, highly recomended. The devs are very helpful and the concept of the game is
simple but complex for lack of better words
. Eggcelent game. I feel like the core fun in playing an historical strategy game is flavor.

When I heard Paradox was making a new game about ancient Rome, I was very excited, I actually thought "Wow! This will be
the best game based on ancient Rome ever made!" because I'm a fan of Paradox, I played Europa Universalis IV a lot, a bit of
Crusader Kings II and also some Hearts of Iron IV.

The thing that disappoints me I already stated: it lacks flavor.

In the other Paradox grand strategy games I played, nations are quite unique and need different strategies to be played
effectively. In Imperator: Rome, it all feels useless, no nation feels unique.

To put it simply: The only difference between a nation or another is merely their starting position.

It's empty and bland.. Whoever decided to design this game has clearly never been to a wheelin\' competition. The times set by
the computer are a little ridiculous. The vehilcles power are not even close to how they perform in real life. This game feels like
they got pretty close to being perfect and called it quits. And why no sandbox mode or a least a practice option to where you can
just slowly crawl your way through a track for fun. Even in the start up video there is a vehicle slowly crawling it\'s way through
a course, but not once in this game will you be able to have that pace if you want to win. Would I recomend this game? Maybe if
it was free, but it needs some more work, and it appears the only thing the developers are worried about it how many languages
it has.

I started Twitter!:
I started Twitter!
https://twitter.com/KoheiGallery. DLC Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection coming soon!:
Maid_san's Caving Adventure material collection "Maid_san's Caving Adventure Images" will be released!
Image material used in the maid's cave exploration is recorded.
Once you purchase, you can use it for your own game.
How about trying game creation on this occasion?

* Please use after confirming notes when using.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993300/Maid_sans_Caving_Adventure_Images/
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